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• 2.1 L Food Processor with reduced footprint, 
smooth finishes, twist-free design, one-click 
bowl assembly and latched lid
Easy set-up, usage and cleanability
Fresh prep with precision every day

• Illuminated LED-controls with 3 easy-press 
speed paddles options (high, low and pulse)
To handle a variety of ingredients with precision
To make operation simple

• Multi-use accessories: 
multi-purpose and dough blades, 4 mm 
reversible medium shredding/slicing and 
Julienne discs, and whisk accessory
To chop, shred, mince, slice, knead, whisk, whip, 
mix, purée and stir with ease
To easily create julienne-style cuts
To turn cream in butter and to create homemade 
whipped cream

• 2-in-1 feed tube located on the lid with small 
pusher featuring a small oil drizzle opening and 
a medium food pusher
To process a variety of shapes and sizes
For emulsifying sauces and dressings

• All-in-one storage work bowl design and 
refrigerator lid
Easy storage of the blade, discs and other 
accessories fitting in the bowl when not in use
To save space
To keep extra ingredients fresh

• Snap and go leak-resistant work bowl, sealed 
handle and interlock, rounded edges and 
smooth finishes
For easier clean-up
Bowl, lid and accessories are dishwasher-safe
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TECHNICAL DATA 
Wattage 240 W
Voltage 220 - 240 V
Frequency 50/60 Hz
Number of speeds 3 (Low, High and Pulse)
RPM Low (1) 750*

High (2) 1600*
Pulse 1780*

Material base/housing Plastic
Material bowl Plastic BPA-free
Material multipurpose blade Stainless steel
Material disc Stainless steel
Material paddles Plastic
Product dimensions (with storage lid) H × W × D 39 × 24.5 × 20 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 43.4 × 31.5 × 24.6 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 45.2 × 52.8 × 32.5 cm
Net weight 3 kg
Gross weight 4.34 kg
Master pack gross weight 9.4 kg
Master pack 2 units
Cord length (colour) 91.44 cm (black)
Integrated cord wrap (under base) Yes
Country of origin China

REFERENCES COLOURS EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 units)
5KFP0921EER EMPIRE RED 8003437625787 8003437625794
5KFP0921BER EMPIRE RED 8003437625916 8003437625923
5KPF0921EAC ALMOND CREAM 8003437625800 8003437625817
5KFP0921BAC ALMOND CREAM 8003437625930 8003437625947
5KFP0921ECU CONTOUR SILVER 8003437625824 8003437625831
5KFP0921BCU CONTOUR SILVER 8003437625954 8003437625961
5KFP0921EOB ONYX BLACK 8003437625763 8003437625770
5KFP0921BOB ONYX BLACK 8003437625886 8003437625893
5KFP0921EBM MATTE BLACK 8003437625749 8003437625756
5KFP0921BBM MATTE BLACK 8003437625862 8003437625879
5KFP0921EPT PISTACHIO 8003437625848 8003437625855
5KFP0921BPT PISTACHIO 8003437625978 8003437625992

* These measures can vary within a tolerance range of +/- 10% 
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STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Multi-purpose S-blade
To chop, mince or purée cheese, chocolate, 
fruits, fresh herbs, nuts, tofu and vegetables.
To mix pasta sauce, pesto, salsa, sauces, 
batters and doughs.
Made out of stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Dough blade
To knead yeast doughs quickly and 
thoroughly.
Do not use more than 710 g of flour for the 
best results.
Dishwasher-safe.

Reversible 4 mm medium slicing/
shredding disc
To shred potatoes, soft vegetables, 
cabbage, cheese, chocolate, hard fruits and 
hard vegetables.
To slice soft fruits, potatoes, tomatoes, soft 
vegetables, cheese, chocolate, hard fruits 
and hard vegetables.
Dishwasher-safe.

Julienne disc
Easily create consistent julienne-style cuts for 
crunchy salads, toppings, cakes and more.
Dishwasher-safe.

2.1 L BPA-free work bowl with drive pin
Dishwasher-safe.

Hinged lid with 2-in-1 feed tube and 
2-piece food pusher
The hinged lid is locked by means of a latch.
Use the small feed tube and pusher to 
process small or slender items, like single 
carrots or celery stalks.
To slowly drizzle oil into ingredients, fill the 
small pusher with the desired amount of oil. 
A small hole in the bottom of the pusher will 
drizzle the oil at a constant rate.
Dishwasher-safe.

Refrigerator lid
To store fresh ingredients directly after 
processing to the fridge.
Dishwasher-safe.

Whisk Accessory
To turn cream in butter in minutes and to 
create homemade whipped cream easily.
Dishwasher-safe.

Drive adapter
To use with all blades and discs mounted
on the drive pin in the bowl.
Dishwasher-safe.


